Abstract. Recently Waegell and Aravind [J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 45 (2012), 405301, 13 pages] have given a number of distinct sets of three-qubit observables, each furnishing a proof of the Kochen-Specker theorem. Here it is demonstrated that two of these sets/configurations, namely the 18 2 − 12 3 and 2 4 14 2 − 4 3 6 4 ones, can uniquely be extended into geometric hyperplanes of the split Cayley hexagon of order two, namely into those of types V 22 (37; 0, 12, 15, 10) and V 4 (49; 0, 0, 21, 28) in the classification of Frohardt and Johnson [Comm. Algebra 22 (1994), 773-797]. Moreover, employing an automorphism of order seven of the hexagon, six more replicas of either of the two configurations are obtained.
Introduction
For a relatively long time, the only known 'magic' configuration of three-qubit observables, that is a configuration furnishing a proof of the Kochen-Specker theorem [4] , was the so-called Mermin pentagram [6] -an aggregate of ten observables forming five sets of four mutually commuting elements each, such that each observable belongs to two of these sets and the product of observables in one of them is the minus identity, whilst in the remaining four it is the plus identity. Very recently, Waegell and Aravind [19] have proposed a procedure that generates a variety of such configurations. The purpose of this note is to provide the reader, following the spirit and strategy of two recent papers [11, 12] , with an intriguing finite-geometric insight into a couple of them. The relevant finite geometry is here that of the split Cayley hexagon of order two [2, 9, 16] , this being a distinguished subgeometry of the symplectic polar space W (5, 2) associated with the three-qubit Pauli group [3, 7, 8, 13, 14, 17] , and two (out of as many as 25) distinct types of its geometric hyperplanes.
To be more explicit, we shall make use of a highly symmetric rendering/figure [9, 16] of the split Cayley hexagon of order two, where each of its 63 points is associated with one of 63 non-trivial elements of the three-qubit Pauli group in such a way that the product of any three elements represented by the points on the same line will be proportional to the identity [5] . Then, by embedding in the hexagon (which amounts to highlighting in the figure) each of the two above-mentioned Waegell-Aravind magic configurations, we shall diagrammatically illustrate consecutive steps of 'line-completion' that in either case lead to a unique geometric hyperplane of the particular type. In addition, an automorphism of order seven of the figure in question will, in either case as well, be shown to give birth to six more configurations having the same 'magic' nature as the original one.
This short contribution is organized as follows. Section 2 highlights rudiments of the threequbit Pauli group and its associated symplectic polar space W (5, 2), introduces the split Cayley hexagon of order two and lists basic properties of all 25 types of its geometric hyperplanes. Section 3 deals with two particular three-qubit magic configurations of Waegell and Aravind [19] and presents a detailed demonstration of their completion into specific geometric hyperplanes of the hexagon. Finally, Section 4 summarizes main findings, mentions a parallel with the two-qubit Mermin(-Peres) magic square and outlines some prospective work.
2 Three-qubit Pauli group and split Cayley hexagon of order two
The (generalized) three-qubit Pauli group, P 3 , is generated by three-fold tensor products of the matrices
Explicitly,
Here, we will be dealing with its factored version P 3 ≡ P 3 /Z(P 3 ), where the center Z(P 3 ) consists of ±I ⊗ I ⊗ I and ±iI ⊗ I ⊗ I, 1 and whose geometry is that of the symplectic polar space W (5, 2) [3, 7, 8, 13, 14, 17] . This space, freely speaking, is a collection of all totally isotropic subspaces of the ambient five-dimensional binary projective space, PG(5, 2), equipped with a non-degenerate alternating bilinear form. The 63 elements of the group are in a bijective correspondence with the 63 points of W (5, 2) in such a way that two commuting elements correspond to two points joined by a totally isotropic line; a maximum set of mutually commuting elements of the group having its counterpart in a maximal totally isotropic subspace (also called a generator), which is a projective plane of order two, the Fano plane. We shall, however, not be concerned with the full geometric structure of W (5, 2), but -as already mentioned -restrict ourselves to its important subgeometry represented by the split Cayley hexagon of order two. Although the two structures are identical as point-sets, the hexagon contains only 63 lines, which is much less than W (5, 2), and it is thus more handy to work with. A split Cayley hexagon of order two, G 2 , is a point-line incidence geometry that satisfies the following axioms [9, 16] : a) every line contains three points and every point is contained in three lines; b) G 2 does not contain any ordinary k-gons for 2 ≤ k < 6; c) given two points, two lines, or a point and a line, there is at least one ordinary hexagon in G 2 that contains both objects; and d) it contains the incidence graph of the Fano plane [1] . As G 2 is rather small, it can easily be represented in a diagrammatical form, Fig. 1 , from which all essential features of its geometrical structure can readily be ascertained. A diagrammatic illustration of the structure of the split Cayley hexagon of order two (based on drawings given in [9, 16] ). The points are illustrated by small circles and its lines by segments of straightlines and/or arcs; note that there are many intersections of segments that do not represent any points of the hexagon. Labeling by the elements of P 3 is adopted from [5] . Also obvious is an automorphism of order seven of the structure.
The final notion that remains to be introduced is that of a geometric hyperplane. Given any point-line incidence structure, its geometric hyperplane is a subset of the point-set such that every line of the structure either lies fully in the subset, or shares with it just one point [10] ; a point of a geometric hyperplane is called deep if all the lines passing through it are fully contained in the hyperplane. It has been found [2] that G 2 features 2 14 − 1 = 16 383 geometric hyperplanes that fall into 25 distinct types (according to the orbits of its automorphism group) and 13 classes (in terms of the sizes of their point-sets). This classification is given in Table 1 , where we also adopt the Frohardt-Johnson 'five-tuple' notation [2] , V k (n; n 0 , n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ), meaning that a hyperplane of the k-th type, 1 ≤ k ≤ 25, is endowed with n points of which n s , s ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, belong to exactly s lines contained in the hyperplane; thus, n 3 is the number of deep points of a hyperplane. It is of some interest to note in passing that there are two distinct types of hyperplanes that have the same five-tuple, namely V 24 and V 25 .
At this point we have introduced all the necessary finite-geometrical technicalities to be employed in the next section to analyse some 'magic' configurations of three-qubit observables.
Waegell-Aravind conf igurations uniquely extendible into geometric hyperplanes
We shall first deal with the configuration shown in Fig. 5 of [19] , bearing there symbol 18 2 −12 3 . It consists of 18 observables forming 12 sets of mutually commuting elements of size three each, each of which represents a line in W (5, 2). It is readily verified that the product of observables in each set is +III except for the last three sets where it is −III. Given this fact and the fact that each observable belongs to exactly two sets, it is impossible to assign the eigenvalue +1 or −1 to each observable in such a way that these obey the same product rules as the observables themselves -this rendering a proof of the Kochen-Specker theorem [19] . It is, however, not this theorem that is of concern for us here. Rather, it is the configuration as a whole and, in particular, its image within our split Cayley hexagon, as depicted in Fig. 2 , left, by red bullets. Let us try to find a geometric hyperplane this configuration sits in. To this end, one has simply to recall that a line of the hexagon is either fully contained in a hyperplane, or shares with it a single point. A brief look at Fig. 2 , left, reveals that there are a number of lines of the hexagon that contains two red points and, hence, must lie completely within our sought-for hyperplane; any such line, as well as the remaining third point on it, is illustrated in blue. By extending our original configuration by the blue points and lines, we shall find some lines to feature one red and one blue point; these are highlighted in yellow and must equally belong fully to the sought-for hyperplane. At this step our process of extension ends, for this doubly-extended aggregate of points, illustrated in a colorless version in Fig. 2 , right, already satisfies the properties of a geometric hyperplane. From this figure we easily discern that our hyperplane has 37 points and 10 deep points, and from Table 1 we find out that it must be of type V 22 (37; 0, 12, 15, 10), since the only other type of the same size has, for example, only 8 deep points. The (only) other W-A configuration that is subject to a unique extension into a geometric hyperplane is the 2 4 14 2 − 4 3 6 4 one, [19, Fig. 8, right] , comprising the following sets of pairwise commuting observables: 'magic' configuration. The meaning of colors is also the same as in the preceding figure save for the fact that we now need a few more steps (for simplicity all illustrated by green color) to arrive at a hyperplane; in particular, a green point is the third point on the line of the hexagon that features either a red point and a yellow one, or a blue/yellow point and a(n already supplied in a previous step) green one. Right: A simplified sketch of the resulting hyperplane with its deep points encircled.
type V 4 (49; 0, 0, 21, 28) -see Fig. 3 . A hyperplane of this type, apart from being of the largest possible size (see Table 1 ), is also remarkable by the fact that its complement is nothing but the incidence graph of the Fano plane.
As for the remaining W-A configurations, none of them was found to be uniquely extendible into a geometric hyperplane. Except for the 1 4 11 2 − 2 3 5 4 configuration [19, Fig. 8 , left], which does not seem to be embeddable into any hyperplane, all the other configurations were found to sit in at least two distinct types of hyperplanes; in particular, the three-qubit Peres-Mermin square [19, Fig. 4 ] was found in as many as 12 different types of hyperplanes.
We shall conclude this section by observing that an automorphism of order seven of our hexagon can be used to generate six more replicas (listed below in columns b to g) for either of the above discussed W-A configurations (column a). Technically, this action is performed by rotating consecutively Fig. 2, left, and Fig. 3 , left, by 360/7 degrees around the center of the hexagon. Thus, rotating the figures in question counterclockwise, the interested reader can easily check that for the 18 2 − 12 3 case we get
It is important to emphasize that this is, to our best knowledge, only the second instance where geometric hyperplanes are related to certain 'magic' configurations of observables. The first instance was the Mermin square of two-qubits, which was recognized to be a full geometric hyperplane of the generalized quadrangle of order two, GQ(2, 2) (see, e.g., [7, 8, 14] ). However, in a more general setting of quantum information theory, geometric hyperplanes have already entered the game through the concept of a Veldkamp space [15, 18] . Last but not least, we have to mention that this smallest split Cayley hexagon has also been found to play a role in the closely-related context of the so-called black-hole-qubit correspondence [5] ; here also one of its geometric hyperplanes, the so-called distance-2-ovoid (of type V 2 (21; 21, 0, 0, 0)), was mentioned in connection with a certain class of quantum codes.
That there is more behind this smallest split Cayley hexagon than meets the eye is also indicated by the following observation. One of the most symmetric, and most pronounced as well, three-qubit 'magic' configurations is the so-called Mermin pentagram (see, e.g., [6, 11, 19] ). Using computer, we have found that the full symplectic geometry of the three-qubit Pauli group, W (5, 2) contains altogether 12 096 copies of such a pentagram, this number being -remarkablyequal to the order of the automorphism group of our hexagon.
In their paper [19, p. 7] , Waegell and Aravind stress that "we have not displayed all the diagrams we have found, but only a representative sample". It would certainly be of great interest for us to become familiar with those yet unpublished and analyze them in the abovedescribed fashion in order to see whether there is some underlying link between those that can uniquely be extended into a geometric hyperplane of our hexagon. We would, eventually, be most curious to see if each type of a geometric hyperplane can serve as a unique extension of some 'magic' configuration(s), or whether this is a privilege for only some of them.
